
Translation of the main sections of the decision Emilio Isgrò c. Sony Music Entertainment Italy SPA of 
25 July 2017, Tribunale di Milano, Specialized Section in Business Matters, from pages 9 and 10: 

Sec. 8, On the creative character (and artistic value) of Isgrò's work. (last paragraph): 

“In “Cancellatura” of 1964 by Isgrò, the black lines are continuous and are characterized, in their 
expressive form, by irregularities, allowing some lateral graphic signs to transpire - as components of 
the deleted words - and letting stand out other words placed between the above black lines, which 
acquire expressive force thanks to the latter and the cancellation of the underlying words. 

Sec. 9 On the illegality of the reproduction, pages 9/10 

Given the protectability of Isgrò's work, it is necessary to perform a concrete assessment, by means 
of a comparative assessment, of the applicant's works with regard to the material that covers or 
accompanies the phonographic support (CD and vinyl disc), and in particular the casing, the cover 
and the booklet of the musical work by Roger Waters. 

This material, which is marketed along with the phonographic supports, reproduces, as becomes 
apparent ictu oculi by a comparison with the expressive forms of Isgrò's work "Cancellatura" of 1964: 
black lines, drawn irregularly, letting transpire some underlying graphic signs and letting stand out 
the remaining words saved from the cancellation by black lines. 

The comparison of Isgrò's work with the illustrative material that accompanies Roger Waters' 
phonographic support makes evident that that the reproduction has slavishly resumed the personal 
expressive form of the artist Isgrò. 

It has already been said that the relevant is not are not the inspirations, the underlying ideas, the 
contents, the meanings attributable to the expressive forms, but exclusively the represented forms 
themselves, covered and protected as such by copyright. 

The relevance of the reproduction of the same expressive forms in the material accompanying the 
disc (on CD or vinyl support) "Is this the life we really want?" by Roger Waters, whose company is the 
distributor for Italy, is also confirmed by the general perception by critics and art critics, who have 
immediately associated the cover of the work in question to the artist Emilio Isgrò (see documents 13 
and 17, respectively, of 15 June 2017 and May 31, 2017, where reference is made to the "cover that 
cites the works of Emilio Isgrò, with a lot of creative deleting that reveals otherwise concealed 
meanings").  

Hence the illicit nature of the reproduction of Isgrò's work without consent of the author." 


